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Abstract 

Distributed generations and micro grids are more common in new electric power systems, 
where there are much kind of equipments like wind energy conversion systems, PV systems, 
storage systems, electronic converters that transfer the energy produce by these renewable 
energies and FACTS that are implemented in the whole system to guaranteed stability and 
quality of electric parameters. Some of these subsystems operate in continuous mode and 
others in discrete mode. For reasons mentioned above, it is very important to develop models 
of these technologies that let to analyze theirs dynamics, both in short as in long periods of 
time. In this paper Dynamic phasor representation which is defined based on the Fourier 
series representation is capable of capturing the behavior of a system contained with different 
frequency components. This makes it ideal candidate for power electronics circuit modeling 
and machine modeling under unbalanced conditions. This paper deals with modeling of Type 
1 wind generator for unbalanced operation using dynamic phasor representation. More 
detailed insight of the system is achieved through small signal analysis. As the variations of 
dynamic phasors are slower than the instantaneous quantities, they can be used to compute the 
fast electromagnetic transients with larger step sizes, so that it makes simulation potentially 
faster than conventional time domain like EMTP simulation. Simulation results in 
Matlab/Simulink showed the accurate and efficient of the Dynamic phasor based model in 
compare with dq model. 
 
Keywords: renewable energy, wind generator, dynamic phasor model, unbalanced condition, 
small signal analysis 
 
 
Introduction 

 
Renewable energies have been object of major attention in the whole World. Some reasons 
are advances in technologies that have made them more achievable in different ways; we only 
mention four of them: cost, efficiency, reliability and quality [1]. Wind power can be 
considered as one of the most promising and fastest growing renewable energy sources due to 
its low generation cost and the minimum environmental impact. The rapid evolution of wind 
energy leads to redefine the grid connection requirements of the wind generation systems. 
Among these, fault ride-through capability can be considered as one of the major requirement 
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[1]–[5]. These new rules require wind farms to withstand steady state voltage unbalance and 
transient voltage unbalance without disconnecting the wind generators from the grid [2], [3]. 
Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) is the most employed wind generator in today’s 
wind power generation [6]. Although DFIG offers several advantages over fixed-speed 
generators [4] it is very sensitive to grid voltage disturbances [7]. Unbalanced distribution 
system will induced unbalanced current in the DFIG creating unequal heating and power loss 
on the winding as well as torque pulsations in the generator [3], [4], [6]–[9]. This may even 
cause a control system instability in the DFIG [6]. Hence these issues should be addressed in 
the control architecture of the DFIG. 

An accurate model should be developed in order to capture the dynamic behavior of the 
DFIG under unbalance system conditions. dq based time domain simulations provide much 
accurate time response of the system. However the major problem involved with dq model is 
that negative sequence components in abc are converted to 120 Hz ac variables in dq. Hence 
dq based models offer no capability to perform small signal analysis under unbalanced 
conditions. On the other hand, dynamic phasor based modeling [10] has the capability of both 
accurate time-domains simulation and small signal analysis [10]–[13]. 

In this paper, a dynamic phasor based model is developed for an induction generator or 
Type 1 wind generator [7] for simulation and analysis at unbalanced operating conditions. 
The work in [11] gives a detailed study  of modeling DFIG in dynamic phasor and is 
considered as a major reference for the modeling of an induction machine here. However, 
eigenvalue analysis is not carried out in [11] .  

Both simulation and small signal analysis are carried out in this paper. The system model is 
developed in MATLAB/ Simulink since it provides a good platform for small signal analysis. 
dq based induction generator model is popularly used and has been developed in 
Matlab/Simulink in [14]. Hence in this paper, the dynamic phasor model is based on dq 
model. In dq model, positive sequence components become dc variables while negative 
sequence component becomes 120 Hz variables. Hence dynamic phasor of the dc component 
and second harmonic component are modeled in this application. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes dynamic phasor concept 
which employed in modeling Type 1 wind generator. The detailed model of an induction 
machine and its dynamic phasor representation is presented in Section III; Section IV includes 
small signal analysis and simulation results. The paper is concluded in Section V.  

 
 
II. DYNAMIC PHASOR CONCEPT 

 
The Dynamic phasor concept is defined based on the Fourier series representation of a 
complex time domain waveform  x(τ) in the interval τ ∈ (τ − T,t) [10] , 

  (1) 

    Here  and Xk(t) is the kth complex Fourier coefficient also referred as dynamic 
phasor. Although these coefficients are functions of time they vary slowly with the time 
which makes the dynamic phasor representation is a good candidate for small signal models. 
Dynamic coefficients of a complex time domain waveform x(τ) can be obtained using the 
following average operation [10]. 
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  (t) =    ∫  ( )       
       ⟨ ⟩ ( )             ( )   

 
      A good approximation of the original signal can be achieved by choosing suitable k 
values. One of the most important properties of dynamic phasor is the relationship between 
derivative of original signal and the derivative of dynamic coefficient, which can be obtained 
using (1). ⟨    ⟩ =       +                                                      ( )  
 
     These concepts are applied in subsequent sections of this paper for modeling the induction 
generator in dynamic phasor base. 
 
III. INDUCTION MACHINE MODEL 

 
This section presents a detailed description of the dq model and dynamic phasor model of the 
induction generator. 

A. dq Model 
 
The Induction machine model can be implemented on dq axis as shown in Fig.1 [15] . This is 
derived from following model equations in the dq reference frame. Drive train: 

 
Stator and rotor Voltage: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
tables (i.e., data displayed in rows and columns) must be draw as MS Word tables and  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dynamic phasor based model of the induction generator can be acquired based on the dq 
model described in previous section. The dynamic phasor concepts discussed in Section II are 
applied to obtain the following model equations. Drive train: 
 

vqd,s = pλqd,s + J2ωλqd,s + rsiqd,s ;                           (4) 

vqd,r = pλqd,r + J2(ω − ωr)λdq,r + rriqd,r ;               (5) 

where,  

 
Stator and rotor flux linkage: 
 

λqd,s = Lssiqd,s + Lmiqd,r ;                                        (6) 

λqd,r = Lmiqd,s + Lrriqd,r ;                                        (7) 

Where, Lss = Lls + Lm  and Lrr = Lrl + Lm  

Tourque: 

;                     (8) 

B. Dynamic phasor based model 
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                      (9) 

Stator Voltage:  
 

                      (10) 

Rotor Voltage:  
 

 
 
Stator and rotor flux linkage: 

                       (12) 

                                 (13) 

 

Torque: 

 
      
IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The two systems discussed in previous section are implemented in MATLAB Simulink. A 
system where induction generator connected to an infinity bus is considered. 
 

A. dq model 
This is built in order to validate the dynamic phasor based model. The model is constructed 
based on the induction generator model on a synchronous dq reference frame. This model can 
be employed as a small signal model under balanced system conditions only. 
 

B. Dynamic phasor based model 
Since the objective of the work here is to develop a model capable of small signal analysis for 
induction generator under unbalanced system conditions, proper values for k should be chosen 
to make sure that the model is suitable for both unbalanced and balanced conditions. 
Induction generator model is already in dq reference frame. For a balanced supply only the 
positive sequence is available in the system therefore dq components will have only the dc 
quantities concluding k = 0. But for an unbalanced system both positive and negative 
components are available in the system which will become a dc quantity and a second 
harmonic quantity after the Park’s transformation. Hence both k = 0 and k = 2 should be 
considered for an unbalanced system. Here zero sequence is omitted since it can be avoided 
simply using Y/Δ transformers [5]. The dynamic phasor based model is constructed by 
utilizing the equations presented in Section III. This model can be employed as the small 
signal model of the induction generator for an unbalanced system. 
 
 V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

The dq and the dynamic phasor based models implemented in MATLAB are utilized for the 
simulations. Simulations were carried out under balanced and unbalanced conditions. First, 
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the built dynamic phasor based model is validated with the conventional dq model. Three test 
cases are considered for the validation purpose, which are free running of the machine from 
the zero speed, balanced disturbance and the unbalance disturbance. Small signal analysis is 
done after validating the dynamic phasor based model. In order to achieve that first proper 
initial values are calculated and applied them to the models to get a steady start. Then the 
state-space linear model of the models is achieved using the MATLAB inbuilt function. The 
eigen values obtained from this state space linear model can be utilized to explore more 
insight of the system behavior. The models are simulated with appropriate inputs, the system 
voltages and the mechanical torque input to the machine. A disturbance of system voltage are 
introduced at t=5-s in order to see the system stability and the transient behavior. 
 

 
(a). q-axis                                                                      (b). d-axis                           

Figure1.Equivalent Circuit of the Induction machine on (a) q-axis and (b) d-axis 

A. System Validation 

Free running of both models under balanced system conditions is simulated first, The time 
domain signals of the torque and the speed are reconstructed using the dynamic coefficients 
obtained from the dynamic phasor based model and compared it to the output of the dq 
model. Fig .2 shows the dynamic behavior of torque and the speed of the machine in both dq 
model and dynamic phasor based model. 

 
Fig. 2. Dynamic responses of Te and ωr of dq and dynamic phasor based models for starting of the machine from 
zero speed. 
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     It can be seen both responses are exactly the same. For the test case two a 10% balanced 
step disturbance is applied to the system voltage at t=5s.Fig.3 shows the dynamic response of 
the two systems. Fig .4 shows that 60Hz component in the torque transients after the 
disturbance.  

 
Fig. 3. Dynamic responses of Te and ωr of dq and dynamic phasor based models under balanced 
condition. A balanced disturbance is applied at t=5s. 

 

Fig. 4. Dynamic responses of Te and ωr of dq and dynamic phasor based models under balanced 
condition. A balanced disturbance is applied at t=5s. 

     The eigen values of the systems presented in Table I explain this behavior. Both systems 
consist of eigen values with 60- Hz(377-rad/s ) oscillation component which are responsible 
for this transient behavior .This can be verified using participation factors which is presented 
in next subsection.  
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TABLE I 
EIGEN VALUE COMPARISON FOR THE DQ AND DYNAMIC PHASOR BASED MODELS , BALANCED CASE,Xl=0.5 

 

 
     Finally both models are simulated under unbalanced system by introducing 10% step 
disturbance on only one phase at t=5-s. Since the system is unbalanced the dynamic phasor 
model torque and rotor angular frequency have DC components which is related to k = 0 and 
complex components which is related with k = 2. 

(a)                                                                                    (b) 

 Fig. 5.(a). three components of torque in dynamic phasor model, and (b). Dynamic responses of Te 
and ωr of dq and dynamic phasor based models when system becomes unbalanced at t=5-s. 

The complex component further can be separated into real part and the imaginary part. Hence 
this model has three individual profiles for torque and rotor angular speed. Fig.5(a) shows 
these three profiles. Note that the torque of the dynamic phasor model is represented with 
three components, the DC component, the real and the imaginary parts of the complex 
component. It is observed that the complex components are appeared in dynamic phasor 
responses just after the system become unbalanced. The eigen values in of the dynamic phasor 
presented in Table I explain the transient behavior of these responses. It can be observed that 
these transients have 60 Hz components and some higher frequency components. The 
reconstructed time domain representation of torque and the speed can be viewed at 
Fig.5(b),and Fig.6 presents zoomed in view of Fig.5 where the higher frequency components 
can be seen clearly. It can be seen responses from dynamic phasor based model and the dq 
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model are the same for all three case, which implies dynamic phasor model is functioning 
correctly. 

 
Figure 6. Dynamic responses of Te and ωr of dq and dynamic phasor based models when system 
becomes unbalanced at t=5-s 

B. Eigen value analysis 
 
Eigen values obtained for both models are presented Table I. Although the dynamic phasor 
model and dq model share the same eigen values some additional eigen values can be 
observed in the dynamic phasor model. These values represent the dynamic response of the 
dynamic phasor model under unbalanced system conditions. The participation factor of each 
of this eigen values in the machine states are presented in table II. It can be seen that the eigen 
values with higher frequencies responsible for the second harmonic components, which 
means they represents the unbalanced condition behavior. 
 
TABLE II  Participation factors of each eigen values on system states 

 
 

C. Different line impedances 
The system eigen values for two different line impedances between the induction machine and 
the infinity bus are presented in Table II. System eigen values are obtained for both balanced 

 9.71130.7i 9.71130.7i 10.9758.9i 10.9758.9i 10.9749.0i 10.9749.0i 9.7376.7i 9.7376.7i 
Iqs_DC 0 0 0 0 0 0 10.6988+0.0347i 10.6988 0.0347i 
Ids_DC 0 0 0 0 0 0 10.6937+0.0284i 10.6937 0.0284 i 
Iqr_DC 0 0 0 0 0 0 10.1988 0.0347i 10.1988+0.0347i 
Idr_DC 0 0 0 0 0 0 10.1937 0.0284i 10.1937+0.0284i 
Iqs_R 5.3461+0.0160i 5.34610.0160i 5.0955+0.0160i 5.0955 0.0160i 5.09670.0160i 5.0967+0.0160i 0 0 
Ids_R 5.3461+0.0160i 5.34610.0160i 5.0967+0.0160i 5.0967 0.0160i 5.09550.0160i 5.0955+0.0160i 0 0 
Iqr_R 5.09610.0160i 5.0961+0.0160i 5.3455 0.0160i 5.3455+0.0160i 5.3468+0.0160i 5.3468 0.0160i 0 0 
Idr_R 5.09610.0160i 5.0961+0.0160i 5.3468 0.0160i 5.3468+0.0160i 5.3455+0.0160i 5.3455 0.0160i 0 0 
Iqs_I 5.3461+0.0160i 5.34610.0160i 5.0955+0.0160i 5.0955 0.0160i 5.09670.0160i 5.0967+0.0160i 0 0 
Ids_I 5.3461+0.0160i 5.34610.0160i 5.0967+0.0160i 5.0967 0.0160i 5.09550.0160i 5.0955+0.0160i 0 0 
Iqr_I 5.09610.0160i 5.0961+0.0160i 5.3455 0.0160i 5.3455+0.0160i 5.3468+0.0160i 5.3468 0.0160i 0 0 
Idr_I 5.09610.0160i 5.0961+0.0160i 5.3468 0.0160i 5.3468+0.0160i 5.3455+0.0160i 5.3455 0.0160i 0 0 
W_DC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000 i 
W_R 0.00000.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000i 0 0 
W_I 0.00000.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000i 0 0 

 8.09.9i 8.09.9i 5.8 02.0i 02.0i 9.7377.3i 9.7377.3i 
Iqs_DC 13.07442.4160i 13.0744+2.4160i 5.7512 0.0000i 0 0 0 0 
Ids_DC 1.99904.6557i 1.9990+4.6557i 16.3893+0.0000i 0 0 0 0 
Iqr_DC 13.7211+2.5283i 13.7211 2.5283i 6.0446+0.0000i 0 0 0 0 
Idr_DC 2.0972+4.8914i 2.0972 4.8914i 17.1929 0.0000i 0 0 0 0 
Iqs_R 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 5.3462 0.0160i 5.3462 +0.0160i 
Ids_R 0 0 0 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000i 5.3461 0.0160i 5.3461+0.0160 i 
Iqr_R 0 0 0 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000i 5.0962+0.0160i 5.0962 0.0160 i 
Idr_R 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 5.0961+0.0160i 5.0961 0.0160 i 
Iqs_I 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 5.3462 0.0160i 5.3462+0.0160 i 
Ids_I 0 0 0 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000i 5.3461 0.0160i 5.3461+0.0160i 
Iqr_I 0 0 0 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000i 5.0962+0.0160i 5.0962 0.0160 i 
Idr_I 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 5.0961+0.0160i 5.0961 0.0160 i 
W_DC 0.25510.3481i 0.2551+0.3481i 0.4898+0.0000i 0 0 0 0 
W_R 0 0 0 0.5000+0.0000i 0.5000 0.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000 i 
W_I 0 0 0 0.5000+0.0000i 0.5000 0.0000i 0.0000+0.0000i 0.0000 0.0000 i 
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condition and unbalanced condition. Although the systems are stable for both impedances the 
system damping reduces with the higher impedance. It can be observed that under the 
unbalanced condition the damping is further low. This explains the voltage instability under 
unbalanced condition. 
 

TABLE III  EIGEN VALUE FOR VARIOUS LINE IMPEDANCES 

 
 

 
VI.   CONCLUSION 
Dynamic phasor approach can be utilized to obtain the small signal model of the Induction 

machine under unbalanced system conditions. This model can be further extended to achieve 
the small signal model for the DFIG. Eigen value analysis will help to see more detailed 
insight of the system which will ease the designing of controller architecture and the 
parameters of the DFIG under unbalance situation. 
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